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Abstract 

 

The ever changing environmental sulfur regulations have made researchers develop alternative 

desulfurization techniques beyond the conventional and industrially practiced 

hydrodesulfurization. Among these techniques, extractive desulfurization (EDS) has shown 

promising potentials towards desulfurization of liquid fuels to below environmental set limits. 

The proper choice of an efficient solvent in EDS could make or mar completely the overall 

process. Due to the challenges posed by the conventional solvents in EDS, green solvents have 

garnered a substantive attention. 

In this work, a new idea of using Deep Eutectic Solvents (DESs) for the deep extractive 

desulfurization of liquid fuels has been systematically carried out. Due to its novelty, the work 

started by carefully screening and synthesizing various ratios of different DES systems that cut 

across the conventional DES types of Type I, Type II, Type III and Type IV. The work went 

further to evaluate the synthesized DESs based on their affinity for sulfur containing 

compounds of dibenzothiophene (DBT) and thiophene, which are commonly found in liquid 

fuels, via solubility experiments. Among the DESs with reasonable affinity for sulfur 

compounds, Type I of FeCl3 and SnCl2 and Type II of SnCl2.2H2O have shown remarkable 

solubility for the studied sulfur compounds. Others include the Type III DESs of Polyethylene 

glycol (PEG-200), Imidazole and Sulfolane. These DESs were further employed for the 

extractive desulfurization of liquid fuels ranging from simulated fuel to commercial grade diesel 

oil. Simple batch mixing-settling extraction process was emulated. The effect of extraction 

variables of time, temperature and solvent mass fraction (mass fraction of solvent in the solvent 

and fuel mixture), all on the sulfur extraction efficiency of the DESs were collectively 

monitored statistically using the experimental design technique of Response Surface 

Methodology (RSM). The technique has not only allowed for the modeling of the extraction 

process in terms of these variables but also helped in the optimization of the process. In 

addition, the effects of initial sulfur concentration in fuel and solvent extraction capacity, all on 

the sulfur removal efficiency of the solvents were investigated.  

At various stages of the work, High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) and Energy 

Dispersive X-ray Fluorescence (EDXRF) were employed for the analytical monitoring, 

evaluation and quantification of sulfur compounds in DESs during solubility experiments and in 

the liquid fuels before and after extraction experiments. Similarly, Electrospray Ionization – 

Mass Spectroscopy (ESI-MS), Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) and Fourier Transform 

Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) were employed for characterization of the DESs’ before/after 

extraction and solvents’ regeneration accordingly. 

Among the DESs employed for the EDS of the simulated fuel, sulfolane containing DES 

showed the highest DBT and thiophene removal efficiencies of 81.32% and 59.46%, 

respectively, at optimum extraction conditions of time, temperature and solvent mass fraction. 
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This was followed by the DES containing imidazole with 76.19% and 55.53% also for DBT and 

thiophene, respectively. Others are the anhydrous stannous chloride containing DES with 

72.97% and 49.95%, anhydrous ferric chloride DES with 71.67% and 48.52%, respectively, for 

DBT and thiophene. 

The deep desulfurization of the fuels to below the environmental sulfur regulation in Oman was 

successfully accomplished in five (5) extraction stages, conducted in such a way that fresh 

solvent was added to the raffinate of the previous stage in the required solvent mass fraction. 

The high amount of solvent required to achieve the deep desulfurization of the fuels 

necessitated the regeneration of the solvents for repetitive usage and the results showed that the 

water soluble DESs could be regenerated up to four (4) times without any significant loss in 

their sulfur extraction abilities. The achieved solvent recovery at the end of each regeneration 

cycle was also remarkable. 

Apart from being nontoxic and cheap in terms of constituent materials, and easy to synthesize, 

the performances of these DESs stand promising when compared with the performance of their 

ionic liquid counterparts employed for the same purpose as reported in the literature. This is in 

addition to the fact that a simulated fuel and ultimately a commercial grade diesel fuel were 

used in this work while most of the works carried out with ionic liquids were conducted with a 

model fuel whose properties may not be adjudged to be similar to real fuel. 


